GOVERNMENT OF INDIA  
MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS  
SASHAstra SEEMA BAL  
O/O THE COMMANDANT, 62ND BN BHINGA.  
P.O.-KHAGAURAMORE, PIN CODE-271831, DIST. SHRAWASTI (U.P.)


AUCTION NOTICE

It is for general information to all concerned that public auction will be held as per details (The date time, place and nature of Government Property) mentioned below for disposal of unserviceable stores held on charge of 62ND BN SSB Bhinga.

Venue of Auction : 62ND BN SSB Bhinga (UP)  
Date & Time     : 30/03/20, 10.00 Hrs  
Details of stores     : 1. Misc store-Utensil, batteries, Air cooler & sports items  
                       : 2. WT Store -computer set, Printer, Hospital equipment  
                       : 3. MT Store Tyres, tube, Exide batteries & U/S parts.

All the interested bidders are invited to attend the auction on dated and time mentioned above.

TERMS & CONDITION FOR CONDUCTING PUBLIC AUCTION ARE AS UNDER:-

1. The above will be auctioned by board of officer of this office. The auction board reserve the right to reject or accept any bid/auction without assigning any reason thereof. If any dispute arises, the decision of board will be final.

2. The interested bidders will have to deposit Rs. 25,000/- (Rupees twenty five thousand) only as earnest money and this money will be refunded to them on completion of the auction. Only the bidders who deposit earnest money will be allowed to participate in public auction.

3. Bidders must produce latest/current income tax and sale tax clearance certificate on spot at the time of auction.

4. Inspection of unserviceable stores will allowed before start of auction. The unserviceable stores will be disposed off on the assumption that the bidders have inspected the stores and have gone through the terms & conditions of auction. No compliant will be entrained later on.

5. Immediately, on fall of the hammer the successful bidders (highest bidder) will deposit the amount of bid at the spot in full and in draft/case only.

6. Sale tax as applicable will be charged on the bid value or in all cases tax due under any provincials local law shall be payable by the purchaser of stores.

7. The auctioned stores should be shifted by the successful bidder. Immediately at his own arrangement after the auction is over.

8. In case the number of bidders fall below five auctions may be postponed.

9. The bidders will adhere to the security instruction of this unit.

10. The realize order challan will be issue only after depositeing the sale tax receipt by the highest bidder.

11. The stores will be auctioned “AS IS WHERE IS BASIS” and no claim in this regard will be entertained.

12. Demand draft/cheque for deposition of security money will not be entertained.

13. Other condition if any will be announced before conduct of the auction proceeding on the spot.

14. The bidder must be produced photo I.D i.e Adhar card, pan card, voter I.D, and current income tax & GST certificate etc. to the auction board.

15. “Auction notice also available on SSB website www.ssb.nic.in”

16. The security money will be deposited on 30/03/2020 from 09.00 to 10.00 AM.
Earlier auction notice No.3/QM-20/62nd BN/SSB/CORES-AUCTION/17-18/2652-92/ Dated 27/2/2020 may be treated as cancelled.

Distribution

1. The Assistant Director (CC) FHQ SSB New Delhi: for uploading in SSB portal & web site please.
2. The Inspector General, FTR HQR SSB Lucknow for info please.
3. The Deputy Inspector General, SHQ SSB L/Kheri for info please.
4. All FTRs/SHQs/TCs/ATCs/RTCs and all SSB BNs for kind information please.
5. The D.M. Office Bhinga (UP)
6. The S.D.M Office Bhinga (UP)
7. The Publicity officer FTRL HQR SSB Lucknow for wide publicity through SSB web site.
8. Notice board 62nd BN SSB Bhinga (UP)
9. The superintendent of police Bhinga (UP)
10. M/S Motu/Monu Traders lucknow by pass Road Bahraich (U.P)
11. M/S Chilla Traders lucknow by pass Road Bahraich (U.P)
12. M/S Arif Traders Lucknow by pass Road Bahraich (U.P)
13. M/S Rahaman scraf lucknow by pass Road Bahraich (U.P)
14. M/S Raja scraf lucknow by pass Road Bahraich (U.P)
15. M/S Sonam traders lucknow by pass Road Bahraich (U.P)
17. M/S Jyoti scraf supplier near lakhimpur bus stand nanpara , Distt-Bahraich (U.P)
18. M/S A.K. Army stores shop no 48 FCI Market Gorakhpur (U.P)
19. M/S Ram krishan C/O Krishna motors ,Normal Gorakhpur (U.P)
20. M/S Maa Gayatri Battery service LGF -6 Manglam Plaza Aliganj Lucknow (U.P)
22. M/S Raju Kawadi, Mohalla naswa Bagia Gonda Road ,Balrampur (U.P)
23. MS Babloo S/O Arshad Ali 96/29 Karnail Hnj Kanpur (U.P)
24. M/S Nafish ahmed S/O JAKIR Hussain 92/34 heraman ka purba Kanpur (U.P)
26. M/S Sadaav kawadi, Chandpura Bahraich (U.P) 271801
27. M/S Wasim Kawadi, Nabab ganj bahraich (U.P) 271801
28. M/S Mohd amen naeem market Bahraich (U.P)
29. M/S Gulab ahemed Chandrapurwa Bahraich (UP)
30. M/S Hanif main bazaar, nanpara (U.P)
31. M/S Skil auto, Nanpara (U.P)
32. M/S UshaGenral order supplier Labedpur (RajapurRani) Bhinga
33. Steno 62nd BN SSB Bhinga (U.P) to upload in SSB web site through FHQ
34. Office of the Amar ujala news paper Bhinga (U.P)

Internal

1. Notice board 62nd BN SSB Bhinga (U.P)
2. The Assistant commandant A, B, C, D, E, F, G & HQR Coy.